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Background

Developed as part of the University’s
Blended and Online Learning Initiative
(BOLD)

MSc programme launched in Sept. 2017

PgCert/PgDip programmes launched in
Sept. 2018

First year intake (2017): 25 students

First year intake (2018): 62 students



Targeted audience

Targeted at those who are already in
employment

strong interest in qualifications which are
viewed as improving subsequent employment
prospects
enormous demand for data analytics expertise



Countries of Residence



Programme Structure

Default route (3 years)
Year 1: 6 courses
Year 2: 6 courses
Year 3: MSc project

Faster route (2 years)
Year 1: 10 courses
Year 2: 2 courses and MSc project



Professional portfolio vs MSc project

For students with prior experience in a data-analytics role we
allow an alternative option compared to the classical MSc
project
It assesses the same skills but

better reflects the audience of the MSc and
gives students an opportunity to critically reflect upon their own
professional practice

The portfolio places a greater emphasis on critique and
reflection; and aims to provide what is known as reflective
learning and action research



Learning Technology (Part I)

A film studio has been created with a
novel “light board” to allow lecturers to be
face-to-camera while writing

Tutor-led videos

One-to-one video-conferencing meetings
with tutors

Webinars (using Zoom)

https://youtu.be/aiTVeohI8Ec?t=134
https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/leads/staff/telt/telttech/##/virtualclassroom(zoom)


Learning Technology (Part II)

Asynchronous content presented as
interactive web content (PDF option
available) and videos

rmarkdown-based production environment

http://www.maths.gla.ac.uk/~cchanialidis/BOLD/ML1-week7.pdf


Things to consider

Developing (and running) a distance
learning programme is not for the
faint-hearted

Writing material for a different audience
Recording/editing videos takes a bit of time
Not responding to a face-to-face audience
can be challenging



Suggestions: General information (Part I)

Online students need the same kind of routines that
face-to-face students experience

Early frequent contact can get students on track and reduce
future interaction workload



Suggestions: General information (Part II)

Clear communication policies from the start of the course with
advice on how students can optimise the value of their online
discussions

Bringing in guest speakers can gain students’ attention and
offer them diverse perspectives

Displaying appealing material facilitates learning



Suggestions: Technical information

Communicate technical expectations and resources early on

Become familiar with learning management system (LMS)
tools

Give students the option of choosing a technology type (or
format) for assignments



Discussion (Part I)

Learning Technology
(no University support available)

Appropriate choice of data science
technology/software?

How to best reflect professional experience
in admission criteria?



Discussion (Part II)

Interactive formative online quizzes and
interactive R sessions

Social functionality to emulate campus
community



Benefits and Challenges (Part I)

Creating online material for a “new” audience can be time
consuming
(workload issues will definitely come up)

Having a programme that is accessible to students coming
from different professional backgrounds is a nice feature



Benefits and Challenges (Part II)

Experience of creating an online programme gives you the
opportunity to see how you might approach/update already
existing programmes/courses
(blended learning, flipped classroom approaches, etc)

Courses could also be used for Continuing Professional
Development (CPD)

Flexibility of a distance learning MSc vs a “traditional” MSc
can be a double-edged sword
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